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We are in our Christmas series called “An Extraordinary Christmas” and
today we examine the extraordinary proclamation about Christ from the
angel Gabriel to the virgin Mary. It’s the official announcement that the time
has come for these long-time coming prophecies to be fulfilled. With Luke’s
emphasis on Christ’s humanity, living as the perfect example for man, we
find ourselves challenged to have a real, genuine, dependent and obedient
relationship with our God as well. Christ became a man to restore man’s
relationship with God. Do you have that real relationship?
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THE ____________________ (VV. 26-29)
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A. Gabriel:
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B. Mary:
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THE __________________ (VV. 30-33)

II.

THE __________________ (VV. 30-33)

A. Surprise – _________ with God.
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B. Command – Do not be __________.

B. Command – Do not be __________.

C. Divine Data – The ________ will give _______ to Immanuel, “God
with us.”
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THE _________________ (VV. 34-37)

III.

❖ Christ’s _________________ was of the Holy Spirit.

IV.

THE ____________________ (VV. 26-29)

THE __________________ (V. 38)
❖ What’s your spiritual __________ for next year as a Christ
follower?
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THE __________________ (V. 38)
❖ What’s your spiritual __________ for next year as a Christ
follower?

